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Coherent Vorticity Holes from 2D Turbulence Decaying in a Background Shear Flow
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Freely decaying 2D turbulence in magnetized electron columns has been measured using a phosphor
screenyCCD camera diagnostic. The relaxation towards axisymmetric equilibrium is hindered by
medium-sized coherent vorticity holes which persist for hundreds of column rotations despite the strong
negative rotational shear. These holes tend to settle into symmetric configurations in the column, give
a negative skew to the measured vorticity fluctuations, and are eventually destroyed due to a slow
outward radial creep.

PACS numbers: 47.27.Jv, 47.32.Cc, 52.25.Wz, 52.35.Ra

Coherent structures are important in the dynamics and
transport of many flows. In two-dimensional (2D) freely
decaying Navier-Stokes turbulence, computer simulations
have demonstrated that self-coherent vortices emerge
from random initial conditions and dominate the late-time
relaxation [1]. Experiments using thin soap films and
electrolyte have observed similar vortices, despite non-2D
effects associated with the boundary layers and free sur-
faces [2,3]. Theoretical studies have analyzed coherent
structures, such as drift-wave vortices, in various plasma
systems [4,5]. Experimentally, the existence of such
plasma structures is generally inferred from point probe
measurements [6–9], and it is often presumed that these
structures are destroyed by shear in the background flow.
2D quasigeostrophic models of sheared planetary atmo-
spheres exhibit vortices [10,11], and computer simulations
[11] and driven fluid experiments [12] have demonstrated
the persistence of prograde vortices.

In this paper, we characterize freely decaying 2D
turbulence in magnetized electron columns, and find that
coherent density holes (i.e., prograde vortices) survive
for hundreds of column rotations. An initially hollow
column exhibits instabilities, transport, and fine-scale
turbulence [13], then relaxes to an axisymmetric minimum
enstrophy metaequilibrium with essentially no energy
loss, the “selective decay” consistent with hypothesis [14].
Here, we show that this relaxation is slow because it
is hindered by the longevity of elliptical density holes.
The orientation and shape of these holes agree with
an inviscid equilibrium model for vorticity patches in a
background shear flow [15]. Hole interactions lead to
a preferred configuration of two diametrically opposed
holes on a distorted core (a “tripole”). On a time scale
of hundreds of column bulk rotations, these holes creep
radially outward and are eventually destroyed. Because of
these coherent holes, the observed fluctuation relaxation
rate is about 50 times slower than expected from simple
passive tracer mixing, and the measured fluctuations are
negatively skewed from Gaussian.

Figure 1 shows the experimental device with the imag-
ing diagnostic. Electrons from a tungsten filament are

trapped in a series of conducting cylinders (radiusRw 
3.05 cm) enclosed in a vacuum chamber (,1029 torr).
The electrons are contained axially by negative voltages
(2150 V) on the two end cylinders, and confined radially
by a uniform axial magnetic field (Bz  422 G), result-
ing in a confinement time of about 1 s [13]. The trapped
electron column typically has densityn # 1 3 107 cm23,
radiusRp , 1.5 cm, and axial lengthLp , 50 cm. The
individual electrons havekT , 1 eV, giving an axial
bounce time (,2 ms) much smaller than the column bulk
rotation time (,10 ms), and a small gyroradius (,50 mm).

In the z-averagedE 3 B drift approximation [13], the
sr, ud flow of the electrons is described by the 2D drift
Poisson equations,

≠n
≠t

1 v ? =n  0, v  2
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Bz
=f 3 ẑ, =2f  4pen ,

(1)

where vsr, ud is the drift velocity and2e is the elec-
tron charge. The electron densitynsr, ud is proportional
to the flow vorticity z sr, ud, since z ; ẑ ? s= 3 vd 
s4pecyBzdn. The electrostatic potentialfsr, ud is propor-
tional to the stream function, and the nonzero≠fy≠r at
the wall gives a true free-slip boundary condition. Equa-
tions (1) are isomorphic to the Euler equation that gov-
erns 2D inviscid incompressible fluids. For fine spatial
scales or long times, plasma “viscous” or diffusive effects
[16,17] not contained in Eqs. (1) are significant; however,

FIG. 1. The cylindrical experimental apparatus with phosphor
screenyCCD camera diagnostic.
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these arenot, in general, modeled by the Navier-Stokes
equation.

Experimentally, we first trap a stable quiescent column,
then hollow it [13] and follow the instabilities and
relaxation. At any timet, we dump the column axially
onto a 3.2 cm phosphor screen biased to15 kV. The
fluorescence, proportional to thez-integrated electron
density, is imaged by a low-noise charge-coupled device
(CCD) camera with pixel area ofs130 mmd2 on the screen.
Also, a mobile charge collectorCr gives independent
density measurements at anyr. The time evolution is
obtained by observing many columns with essentially
identical initial conditions.

Images of the electron densitynsr, u, td (i.e., vortic-
ity z ) at 6 times during the evolution are displayed as
false-color contour plots in Fig. 2. The initial hollow col-
umn is seeded with a slightm  2 (i.e., cos2u) pertur-
bation [13], and byt  3tR the unstablem  2 mode
is near nonlinear saturation. Here,tR ; 10 ms is the
“large eddy” turnover time. The evolution during the next
(20–30)tR involves vortex merger, density filamentation,
strong turbulent mixing, and fine-scale dissipation, result-
ing in transport to a stable vorticity profile with decaying
fluctuations [13,18]. As is seen in the images at40tR and
100tR , long-lived self-coherent holes dominate the late-
time fluctuations, slowing down the relaxation towards a
fully axisymmetric metaequilibrium.

Figure 3 shows theu averaged radial profiles of vor-
ticity, kz l, angular velocity vR, and angular velocity
shear rdvRydr obtained from the measurednsr, ud at
t  100tR. Note that lower caser is scaled asr ; RyRw,
where R is in cm. The angular velocity is calculated
from the measured images, asvRsrd 

Rr
0 dr 0 r 0kz lyr2.

By 100tR, the column is globally stable, since bothkz l
and vR are monotonically decreasing with radius. The

vR profile at t  100tR is representative of the mean ro-
tation during the relaxation, since it varies less than10%
during the period40 # tytR # 105.

The longevity of the vorticity holes in the images of
Fig. 2 suggests that the holes can be regarded as negative
vortices in equilibrium with the background shear flow.
The inviscid equilibria of uniform vorticity patches in an
imposed background flow are ellipses, as first derived
by Moore and Saffman [15]. In our case, the mean
background flow is purely rotational, i.e.,kvl  vRsrdrû ,
leading to a simple linear shear in the vicinity of any
point. Therefore, the equilibrium depends only on the
scaled shear

s ; ry

dvR

dr

Å
ry

.
Dzy ,

whereDzy is the difference between the vorticity at the
center of the vortex (at radiusry) and the background
vorticity kz l at ry. Since the rotational shear considered
here is everywhere negative, the equilibria are ellipses
oriented alongû (for holes withs . 0) or along r̂ (for
clumps withs , 0) [15].

Figure 4 shows the predicted and measured hole aspect
ratios l ; ayb, where a and b are the elliptical axes
alongu andr directions, respectively. Here,l ands are
measured directly from 16 images at times40 # tytR #

400. Reasonable agreement between the measurement
and the model is found, validating the applicability of
the model to individual holes in this system. (Of course,
the actual holes have finite size and nonuniform interior
vorticity distribution, and neither the deformation of the
background flow nor the influence of other holes is
included in this simple model.) The holes are robust
because they are prograde with respect to the negative
background shear, whereas clumps would be retrograde.

FIG. 2. False-color camera images of electron density (i.e., vorticity) showing the evolution of an initially hollow electron column.
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FIG. 3. Radial profiles of theu averaged vorticitykz l, rotation
vR, and shearr dvRydr.

In the model, holes of any depthDzh can survive in
the background flow with negative shear. Of course,
a shallow hole would be very elongated, and the local
model is no longer valid. In contrast, a clump must have
relative vorticity

Dzc $ s3 1 2
p

2d rc

Ç
dvR

dr

Ç
rc

(2)

to be in equilibrium. Such very intense clumps are not
observed for evolutions from initially smooth distributions
such as Fig. 2. If we approximate the background as
kz l  z0f1 2 sryr0d2g, thenDzc cannot be large enough to
satisfy Eq. (2) provided the clump vorticity is no greater
than the central vorticity (i.e.,zc # z0). However, long-
lived clumpshavebeen observed in this apparatus during
evolutions of highly filamented initial conditions with
low shear profiles, apparently satisfying the condition of
Eq. (2) [19]. Also, a similar limit to vortex stability has
recently been measured in a system with a controlled
background shear [20].

FIG. 4. Measured hole aspect ratiol vs normalized back-
ground shears and Moore-Saffman model (curve).

After about 40tR , the number of observed holes de-
creases with time, and the remaining holes tend to orga-
nize into symmetric configurations. After80tR, virtually
all the images are in the tripolar configuration of a de-
formed central core and two elliptical holes opposite in
u, typified by Fig. 2 at100tR. The decrease in the num-
ber of holes with time is apparently due to mutual advec-
tion and merger of the holes [11]. These merger events
have been observed in a few camera images, but the shot-
to-shot irreproducibility precludes imaging the dynamics.
The tripole state is stable for hundreds oftR because
of hole-induced distortion of the background flow: The
elongated core in Fig. 2 at100tR maintains theu posi-
tions of the two holes.

In these evolutions, the quasistable tripolar configura-
tion is eventually destroyed by a slow outward creep of
the holes. Figure 5 shows the radial positionrh of the
hole centers versus time, measured from the images with
tripolar configuration: The holes move fromrh . 0.35 to
rh . 0.50 in about 500tR. Scattering of the data points
reflects the shot-to-shot irreproducibility of the evolutions.
The cause of this outward motion is unknown at present.
However, experiments varyingLp andBz suggest that this
outward creep is a 2DE 3 B drift effect [18]. When the
holes approach the edge of the column (atr . 0.57), they
apparently filament in theu direction and are destroyed.

These long-lived coherent holes cause the measured
shot-to-shot density fluctuations to decay much slower
than expected from a naive passive tracer model. This
model postulates that all fluctuations are just being
distorted and filamented by the background shear [21],
and then averaged over (coarse-grained) by the charge
collectorCr [18]. This gives a relaxation of the measured
fluctuation level as

ñsr, t0 1 Dtd  ñsr, t0d 2J1sxm Dtdysxm Dtd , (3)

where xmsrd  2smdcy2d dvRydr, dc  0.13 is the
scaled diameter of the collector, andm characterizes the
decaying perturbation as cossmud. Figure 6 shows the
rms variationñ in the charge collected onCr at r  0.33,

FIG. 5. Radial positions of symmetric two-hole configurations
versus time.
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FIG. 6. Measured fluctuation level̃n vs time, and predicted
passive tracer mixing. The inset shows the PDFrsnd.

u  0, from 1000 nominally identical evolutions at each
time t. After growing during the initial instability period,
ñ relaxes with a time scale of (100–200)tR. For m  2,
the passive tracer relaxation is shown as the solid curve,
with an e-folding decay time.3tR determined from
the shear profile of Fig. 3. The measured fluctuation
decay rate is over 50 times slower than the passive tracer
mixing.

The holes also produce a skewed non-Gaussian prob-
ability distribution function (PDF) for the density mea-
surements. The inset in Fig. 6 shows the measured PDF
of densityns0.33, 0d at t  100tR. The localized density
holes such as the ones shown in Fig. 2 give a skew at
low densities, reflecting the probability that they are at the
samesr, ud as the collectorCr at the time of the measure-
ment.

The measured fluctuations̃n can also reflect shot-
to-shot variations in the axisymmetric radial profile,
or azimuthal distortion modes (Kelvin modes). The
measured time-asymptotic radial profile variations (ñ ,
104 cm23) reflect either incomplete relaxation to the
2D metaequilibrium or sensitivity to small shot-to-shot
perturbations in the initial circulation, angular momentum,
and energy [14]. Globally coherent Kelvin modes varying
as dnmsrd cossmud are damped if there is a linear or
nonlinear resonance between the mode and background
rotation [22].

Finally, we note that these prograde self-coherent
vortices may be prevalent inside long-lived large vortices
in more complex flows, such as the freely decaying
Navier-Stokes turbulence [1]. Of course, the spatial scales
of these vortices must be larger than the dissipation scale

or they would be destroyed by viscosity. Furthermore,
prograde drift-wave vortices may be able to survive in the
edge layers of various plasma devices despite the shear of
the mean flows in these regions.
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